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From the Tiller
I was reminded of the pleasures of winter sailing, when Jennie 
and I decided to take Presto for a mid afternoon potter on 
Pittwater on a recent Saturday afternoon.  As we motor-sailed 
towards Barrenjoey we decided to keep going and head out to 
sea for a bit on the off chance that we might see a whale. If 
not, it would just be a delightful jaunt……sunny, 20 degrees, 
a gentle nor’wester and almost dead flat sea.  An hour or so 
past Barrenjoey, with cake and coffee consumed, we were 
about to turn back when “Thar she blows…… and again”.  
For another hour we shadowed our two whales north gently 
rolling, blowing and lifting their tails, all the way until we were 
off MacMasters Beach and the sun had disappeared below 
the headlands.  Along the way we spotted a pod of dolphins 
putting on an acrobatic display and listened to Fairy Penguins. 
Back on our mooring at 7.30 we had to pinch ourselves that 
this was all so accessible from our little club on Pittwater!

The social highlight each winter is the Commodore’s Ball, 
and this year was no exception. Clowns, fortune tellers, snake 
charmers, knife throwers, flame acts, lions and lion tamers, ring 
masters, king kong, popcorn and fairy floss…you name it, we 
had it…all assembled under the ASC Big Top.  Congratulations 
to everyone….the colour and excitement of the evening was 
truly amazing. Sponsors Murray and Jenny Sheer joined in 
the fun and drew the winner of their inaugural Cumberland 
Cup for participation in the Family Day Series. The Soleil 
syndicate was the lucky winner of the $2000 voucher towards 
a Whitsunday holiday aboard one of the Cumberland Yacht 
Charters fleet. Congratulations to all the other yacht division 
winners ….a complete set of results for last season has now 
been uploaded to the website. A special thanks to Toni Fear 
for leading the social committee, and to Celia and Ian Craig for 
their huge effort organising the yacht trophies. What will the 
theme be for next year?? 

Making great use of the club during winter have been the 
centreboarders doing their winter training.  Almost forty 
juniors across the MJ, Flying 11 and Spiral classes have been 
put through theory, practical and physical fitness drills by 
coach Richard Scarr over two weekends held so far.  Richard 
has been assisted by James and Andy Kidner, Nina Curtis and 
Andrew Chapman, last year’s State and National Flying 11 
champion.  On one day, the more experienced crews sailed 

around West Head to get some open water practice and 
spent from 10am to 3pm on the water, including rafting up 
for lunch!  Those participating have shown great dedication 
and development….great preparation for progression to Gold 
Division and upcoming external events. Thanks to Paul Castle, 
Frank Constanzo and the centreboard committee for their 
support in making these days happen. The final two training 
days are on the 13th and 27th August.

Following the centreboard training on 4th June, the clubhouse 
was full to capacity again for the Centreboard Division 
presentation. Congratulations to all the trophy winners who 
clearly demonstrated the benefit of both club level training 
and participation in external events.

The Committee has taken a number of decisions in order to 
better support the training programs and also strengthen the 
membership.  For the coming season, the training fee has 
increased only modestly, and the club will subsidise the cost 
of the training program on what amounts to almost a dollar 
for dollar basis.  In addition, to encourage those who enjoy the 
experience of participating in ASC’s acitivities, but have yet to 
make the commitment to join, there will be no joining fee in 
the coming season. Please encourage friends and crew to take 
advantage of this opportunity.

In the lead up to the season there are a number of important 
activities which require participation of all our membership.  
Over the weekends of 22/23 and 29/30 July there will be working 
bee to paint the interior of the clubhouse.  All members are 
asked to set aside at least half a day over one of these weekends 
to assist in the preparation and painting.  Please contact me, 
Andrew Kendall or Peter Kidner to indicate your availability.  
In addition there is the Annual General Meeting on Sunday 
6th August and a general pre-season working bee over the 
weekend of 26/27 August. Remember the club relies on the 
efforts of its membership to thrive, so please be prepared to 
do your bit.

Looking forward to an even bigger and better season of sailing 
in 2006/07……

Geoff  Fogarty

LOST TOP HATS
REWARD OFFERED for anyone who finds and 
returns the two black tophats last seen in the 
carpark at ASC the night of the Commodore’s 

Ball. Michael & Denise Lieberman 
9997 1585 or 0413 360 034 

dlieberman@bigpond.com.au

BALL COntACtS
Catering:
Deidre Costantini, Gourmet Tarts
45 Dolphin Cres Whale Beach
9974 3919
0419 402 397 mobile
gtarts@bigpond.com

Band: 
Satin Dolls
Melissa Tymerski
0414 454 856
Booking Agent  
Gary 0418 425 063



Jervis Bay Cruise - Easter 2006
We had long hoped to get to Jervis Bay, but the weather 
gods had not been on our side.

This year we managed to reach it at last, taking time off 
between Easter and the Anzac “long weekend” to enjoy 
12 days of delightful cruising.  Who would have thought 
that Easter would have provided following winds for 
both passages and superbly warm and  sunny weather in 
between?!  

We set off on a very warm Good Friday morning, after 
the usual lengthy stocking-up exercise and unfortunately 
having to bid farewell to Greg Edwards, who had impeller 
failure aboard Swagman and couldn’t join us as planned.  
Paul and Bev Sinclair on Hagar II and The Flayes on Kate 
Kelly sailed down to Sydney Harbour in a light nor’easter 
and spent the evening anchored at Cobbler’s Beach, 
enjoying the bonito we caught off Freshwater Beach for 
a tasty barbequed dinner.  The fish had, of course, waited 
until we were just about to hoist the spinnaker before 
striking, but he was worth the inconvenience! The plan 
was to spend the next day up Middle Harbour avoiding the 
forecast strong southerly change.  We departed Cobbler’s 
Beach, which was early festooned with naked sunbathers, 
two of whom in flagrante delicto in full view on the sand!  
Just as we approached Spit Bridge Kate Kelly’s impeller 
also chose to fail.  Fortunately there was a free mooring 
nearby and we picked it up.  Jim had the required part 
at home (of course the part we had on board was not the 
bit that failed) and it took several hours to retrieve it and 
effect the repair. We then went through Spit Bridge and up 
to Sugarloaf Bay for a tranquil night, waking to a very cold 
morning – 12 degrees down below.

On Sunday morning we set off through the Bridge and 
sailed down to the Jibbon near Bundeena.  The remaining 
southerly breeze was fickle and often very light, so we had 
a very frustrating day, one minute going well and the next 
down to a virtual standstill.  Paul and Bev wisely turned on 
the iron spinnaker and headed in before us.  We anchored 
off the Jibbon Point in failing light and had an early night 
in preparation for a crack of dawn start the next day to get 
to Jervis Bay.  At 2.00 a.m. we leapt out of our bunks at 
the sickening sound of the boat crunching on the bottom.  
We started the engine and moved the anchor further off.  
We discovered later that there is a tongue of rock which 
protrudes off the rock shelf and outside the marker light 
– beware and only anchor well into the middle of the bay!  
No damage done fortunately – just a little antifoul knocked 
off the keel.

We were up at 0530 the next day and set off down the coast 

in a very pleasant 10-15 knot nor’easter. We carried the 
spinnaker for a couple of hours, but then the wind began 
to strengthen too much, so down it came. Sue has a great 
aversion to this particular device, as even with its “snuffer”, 
it seems to take undue time to put up and take down, 
all with Jim dancing around on the foredeck, sometimes 
attached to a very heavy metal pole.  I know all the theory 
of man-overboard, but actually retrieving someone single-
handed is another thing. At least Jim seems to have 
“curly toes” and an amazing sense of balance.  We then 
proceeded down the coast at a good lick, with the genoa 
poled out for a while until it too had to come down.  The 
wind just kept building and by 2.00 p.m. we had to reef 
the main and heavily reduce sail.  The boat was beginning 
to surf down the waves and reach 10 knots at times before 
long.  The sea was very confused, with the new seas from 
the north east meeting the remaining 3 m southerly swell.  
Helming through this lot became a challenge, with some 
very fierce, occasionally gale-force, gusts trying to force 
broaches or accidental gybes. Paul and Bev unfortunately 
were caught by the latter and cracked their boom where 
the main sheet joins it mid-way along.  They managed very 
well and carried on under just genoa and motor, taking 
the shorter route into the Bay. We took the long route 
round the outside of the Sir John Young Banks off Beecroft 
Head and entered Jervis Bay round 5.00 p.m.  No respite 
though – we now had to beat upwind to find the sheltered 
anchorage of Montagu Road on the north east shore. For 
the first time in the day we got soaked!  It was delightful 
to collapse and enjoy the sound of dolphins blowing as we 
watched the beautiful sunset and moon rise.

We spent a couple of nights anchored near Montagu 
Point, enjoying walks along the pristine, deserted beach 
and swimming. Evidence of the Navy was a sign on the 
shore which read, “Beecroft Firing Range: Public Access 
Permitted”!  Luckily we escaped any potshots, though Paul 
was certain he heard gunfire from one of the naval vessels 
exercising off Cresswell Naval Base!  One yacht anchored 
nearby proved to be Jane and Steven Cooper’s old boat 
Hullabaloo, now owned by a nice young family enjoying 
their new boat very much.  We left Montagu and sailed 
round the Bay under genoa to investigate other areas.  
Callala village on the north shore did not provide supplies 
near the shore, so we carried on round to Huskisson.  There 
are two robust courtesy moorings off the beach.  Entering 
the port itself is most strongly discouraged – very tricky 
indeed!  Just looking at it from the pub garden was scary.  

continued next page
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Jervis Bay Cruise - continued

The Husky Pub provided a good welcome, cold beer and a 
great pub lunch.  We also carried ice, diesel for Hagar in jerry 
cans from the garage and food supplies the short walking 
distance to the boats, but no fresh fruit or veg in sight!  The 
wind was now starting to pipe from the west, so we once 
again set off down the western shore of the Bay, heading 
to Hole in the Wall for the night.  Jervis Bay is very large 
and it took us some time gently sailing, then motoring, to 
get to our destination.  There are five heavy-duty moorings 
at Hole in the Wall, with only one taken and vacated early 
next morning, so we availed ourselves and would have had 
a peaceful night had the wind not kicked up a brisk chop 
which rocked and rolled us all night.  However the next 
morning revealed gin-clear turquoise waters, a beautiful 
white beach and a cloudless blue sky.  We went ashore and 
walked along the beach to Green Patch, where Jim and I 
had a wonderful snorkel among the fish.

That afternoon we decided to escape the westerly blast 
and crossed the mouth of the Bay to go to Boat Harbour.  
We anchored in solitary splendour off Target Beach, which 
is even more beautiful.  Once again we enjoyed swimming 
and wonderful snorkeling along the rock platform.  Paul 
discovered a Wobbegong Shark longer than himself hiding 
its head under a rock, still there the next morning for us 
to spot also.  There is also a lovely walk across to Silica 
Cove near Longnose Point, complete with wreck of a 
French steel yacht which must have hit the bombora fairly 
recently.  On returning from our walk we decided that 
the sky looked rather threatening and sure enough, the 
“evening/overnight” southerly was arriving at midday, so 
we beat a wet and wild retreat in gale force gusts back 
across the Bay to Hole in the Wall again.

After a peaceful night, we sadly had to get going early the 
next morning to return north.

The conditions were not nearly as bad as forecast.  The 
promised strong southerly winds and huge swells had 
already subsided and once out of the entrance, we sailed 
in pleasant conditions, on a reach in fresh WSW winds, 
carrying the spinnaker at times until the wind became 
variable and the southerly airstream promised for the 
whole week went into the nor’east!   Paul and Bev were 
motor sailing and getting along nicely.  They had decided 
to stop in Wollongong for a night as they had no main 
sail.  Apart from meeting up with David and Melanie of 
Hullabaloo, who took them to their home in Wollongong 
and gave them showers and a meal, they did not find the 
experience very enjoyable.  The harbour is very tight and 
they had to tie up alongside a rather unhelpful fisherman.  
He set off early, so they had a timely start to their run back 
to Sydney Harbour!  Sue and Jim meanwhile continued 
motor sailing in the light conditions and reached the 

Jibbon at 8.30 p.m.  Finding the entrance and clearing the 
bombora in darkness were made easy by use of the radar, 
using parallel indexing off the coast.  That, and traditional 
navigation techniques can’t be beaten we reckon.

After a restful night at anchor we then picked up a public 
mooring in the bay and walked round Jibbon Point, a 
craggy headland with great views and a nice beach. We 
watched the Svanen weigh anchor and sail off to Sydney.  
As we sailed out of Port Hacking we saw an enormous pod 
of dolphins ahead and decided there must be fish about, 
so we put out a lure again.  As we were charging along at 
7 knots, wham, a big hit. Jim wrestled with a game fighter 
and after many minutes, we hauled aboard a beautiful 
Mahi Mahi, or Dolphin Fish, magnificently bright yellow 
and blue.  It almost seemed a shame to catch him, but he 
did make beautiful eating that night. We met Paul and Bev 
again in the Harbour and anchored off Chinaman’s Beach 
(Cobbler’s now considered too confronting!), to avoid 
another forecast southerly, sharing the fish and some crisp 
white wine from the bottler up the hill. Paul and Bev set 
off home the next day, getting head-to-head in 3 hours in 
the brisk southerly under genoa alone. We picked up the 
CCC mooring in Vaucluse Bay (we are now members) and 
took the opportunity to walk round to Doyle’s at Watson’s 
Bay for a very indulgent seafood platter lunch to celebrate 
the end of a successful trip. On Anzac Day we had a very 
fast passage back to Pittwater, in well under three hours in 
20 – 28 knots of southerly (forecast for 5 – 12!).  

The entire trip covered 310 miles of enjoyable sailing.  
The forecast was reliably unreliable most of the way, with 
changes not arriving as predicted or arriving way ahead 
of time; wind strengths and even directions being wildly 
different to forecast.  But wow, what wonderful weather 
for Easter and following winds – now that is good fortune!

Jervis Bay has what some may consider shortcomings:  it is 
a military zone and environmental haven and as such has 
no marinas, no boating services, no access to fuel, water, 
showers or garbage bins.  You need to be fully provisioned, 
with light-weight top-ups possible at Huskisson. But in 
turn JB is the most beautiful cruising territory and there 
is hardly a soul there – not a single “stink boat”!  Hagar 
and Kate Kelly had the most pristine bays all to themselves 
most of the time and we all loved the place.  Don’t tell 
anyone else how good it is though, please!

Sue Flaye
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The Commodore’s Ball

The Glitz and Glamour...



. . . The Awards
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. . . The Entertainment
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The Winter Sailing Program commenced at the end of May 
welcoming our sailors with an icy 25 knots. The following 
session early in June delivered much the same with strong 
westerly’s testing new wetsuits and our young sailor’s 
skills.

The Winter Solstice delivered lighter conditions for round 
three and on Sunday 25/06 our cool water team faced 
10-15 knots. A great turn out with 27 of our brave young 
sailors facing the Southern Ocean temperatures.

The canteen provided plenty of hot chocolate and cake 
before the sailors set out for a couple of hours, the coaches 
had them tacking with regularity to keep them moving 
and warm! 

Back to the club for lunch and a hot pie or two while soaking 
up the sun on the deck before venturing out again.

The second session was a bit of a drift in the welcoming 
afternoon sunshine with lighter breeze. A few small gusts 
pulled the spinnakers up to finish the afternoon with some 
downhill work.

Happy faces at the end of day show how fun our winter 
program is and good sign for the next round on August 13. 
We hope to see you all soon.

If you require any information about the Winter Sailing 
Program please email avalonsailingclub@primus.com.au

Nicole Koerner

Winter Sailing

What a great Commodores Ball. The effort put into the 
costumes was extraordinary and brought to mind a past 
Ball. This is a true story. 

A young ASC member, lets call him Fred, came up with an 
interesting idea. The theme of the Ball that year was “come 
as an animal”. He arrived at the clubhouse with the party 
already in full swing. The room was crowded with many 
variations on the animal theme but most noticed Fred’s 
arrival. His costume was not particularly outstanding, in fact 
he was wearing ordinary everyday street clothes. What made 
him different was the naked girl hanging piggyback style to 
his back.

It should be remembered that this was some years ago when 
people were perhaps not as broad minded as today and as 
he wandered the room talking to other guests none were 
brave enough to question his costume(?).

However, eventually someone went to the Commodore 
and complained and he was forced to confront Fred. The 
conversation went like this.

COMMODORE: “Look Fred, this is a bit off...you’ve upset quite 
a lot of people tonight. The theme for this evening was ‘come 
as an animal’ but you have made no effort at all.”

FRED: “Yes I have”

COMMODORE: Well I can’t see any sign of it. What animal are 
you supposed to be and why have you got a naked woman 
on your back?”

FRED: “I’m a snail and thats Michelle.”

POSTSCRIPT

Fred remains an influential member of Avalon Sailing Club 
and if you think you know his true identity or what happened 
to Michelle why not email us at the Jib Sheet and let us know, 
A special prize will be awarded to anyone who guesses his 
true identity or can provide a photo of that night.

Postscript to the Commodore’s Ball...
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After a recent sail to The Basin I was left pondering if 
somehow we could have a lighthearted but informative 
piece in Jib Sheet about mooring etiquette,

I will give a few scenarios.

Scenario 1. You are motoring into The Basin at 11.00 
am on a Sunday after a sail around Pittwater. As you are 
about to pick up the Avalon mooring near the jetty it is 
scooped up by a cruiser – also obviously out for lunch, but 
without an ASC burgee or sticker. It is a slow day at the 
Basin and as there is a vacant RPAYC mooring (and you are 
also a member of RPAYC) you change course and take that 
mooring. Now if there was a not an RPAYC mooring and 
another ASC family were on the other ASC mooring at the 
Basin what would be the courteous thing to do?

–    take another vacant mooring belonging to another club 
and hope no one came from that club

–    politely enquire of the cruiser if they were members 
of ASC, and if they aren’t hope they will vacate the 
mooring.

–    Ask the other ASC boat if you could raft up with them

–    Go slightly north of The Basin and throw out an 
anchor.

Three of these options may leave an uncomfortable feeling.  
If you choose option (a) you eat your lunch and take an 
afternoon siesta very aware that you might be asked to 
leave at any time, and if you choose (b) you feel mean – 
but know that by 12.30 the Basin will be full and that you 
would be very likely asked to leave another mooring had 
you taken one. If you choose (c) you might interrupt the 
only peaceful break the other ASC family has had, although 
they would undoubtedly be nice enough to welcome you 
(as is club policy); be happy to share the mooring with you 
and you could make some new friends in the process.

Scenario 2 It is late afternoon when you sail into Americas 
Bay intending to stay overnight. All of your club moorings 
are taken by boats flying the ASC burgee and you don’t 
really know any of the skippers or crew. Do you

a.   ask to raft up with the ASC boats (but what will they 
really think, quite aside from club policy?)

b.   take a mooring belonging to another club/individual 
(knowing what we think of people who do that to our 
moorings!), and knowing that you might get asked to 
move in the night

c.   move out of the bay and throw out an anchor and worry 
about the Southerly which is forecast for sometime in 
the evening.

I am sure you could think of a couple of other pertinent 
scenarios. Maybe we could pose the scenarios to the 

Committee and get their responses (they may be varied); 
print the scenarios in Jib Sheet and then on a later page (or 
the next edition) give the answers.

Club moorings policy is usually a good way to get a 
lively discussion going. That aside, there are some newer 
members who really might appreciate some guidance on 
the practicality of mooring etiquette.

Cheers

Anne Roughley

Mike Maher replies to these quandries....

1. General etiquette says it is ok to pick up a free mooring 
(one that you have no “right” to be on) but that you must 
remain with the boat and be prepared to move voluntarily 
should the owner(s) of that mooring arrive.

2. In the case where you find a non-member on an ASC 
mooring NEVER be afraid to ask the skipper to leave, it 
is your mooring, you have paid for it and have collective 
rights to its use. In most cases you will get a positive 
polite response. In the unlikely event that the boat on the 
mooring refuses to move, do not get into an argument, be 
firm but polite. Your final option is to take details of that 
boat (name, registration etc) and report their behaviour to 
Waterways or the police.

3. The other options that Anne canvasses are all viable. You 
will find that rafting up with other ASC members can be 
really enjoyable. It’s a great way to make friends and learn 
about each others boats.

4. If you really are looking for a quiet evening or romantic 
interlude then find a secluded bay and drop the pick.

There, you will pretty well guarantee seclusion and if you 
manage to find time for a good nights sleep as well you will 
still have the strength pull up the anchor in the morning.

Mooring Etiquette
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this Sailing Life ... Ships in the Desert
This is a tongue-in-cheek sto-
ry on ships without sailing, 
or in fact without seas. Think 
India, think ships rather than 
boats and you will arrive at 
that clique, “ships of the des-
ert”. Mike Maher provided 
the inspiration for my story 
and the eve of yet another 
journey to the sub-continent.

A few years ago, my wife 
Elaine and I in company with 
a small group of intrepid 

travelers rode camels or ships of the desert in a remote area of the 
Thar Desert in North West India. We traveled by overnight train from 
Delhi to Bikaner, with an unscheduled walk through the 450 year old 
Junagarh fort, through the town of Jamba which is 150km from the 
Pakistan border and where in 1998 India joined the nuclear weapons 
club with an “explosion of self esteem”, to our eventual starting point; 
a small village with a random spread of 20 to 30 desert coloured hous-
es, a Hindu temple, a mosque, a well, and for us, nine dusty ships and 
two support vessels. There was one saddled ship per person plus one 
for our guide, the ever positive Rinchen. Similar to ocean sailing, there 
would be no showers for the trip duration of three days. Luggage, 
water carried from Bikaner, mattresses, and people if they wanted, 
were transferred to the carts where a musical duo were already test-
ing their odd looking musical instruments. On this voyage live music 
was randomly available and became garrulous in direct proportion to 
their daily imbibing. 

Trepidation turned to excitement during boarding. Instead of foul 
weather gear, the males dressed in panty-hose of varying colours 
which by rumor only, discouraged leg hairs from entwining with 
camel hairs. The rumor proved to be an urban myth. Suitably attired 
and without any form of recognized system such as “you take this 
camel” or “you take that ship”, a boy of about 10 to 12 years of age 
found me. That afternoon he spoke no English and I used my two 
known words of Hindi, dhan-nya-vaad for thank you and namas-thay 
for hello or g’day or goodbye. I soon learned from Rinchen that my 
travel partner’s name was Basikhan, indicating he was Moslem so my 
greetings changed to salam-wali-kum rather than namas-thay. He was 
my jockey, my skipper if you will and he controlled the “sheets” from 
the stern section. As forward-hand it was my duty to take photographs 
of choice and watch for changes in undulating conditions, sand swells 
I suppose.

On a fine and mild afternoon with a light breeze suddenly we were 
together on a padded lump looking at those around us adjusting to 
saddles or leaning back as their camels first raised back legs then 
front legs. Then we shipped out, which seems an appropriate phrase. 
Gradually we learned our ships of the desert had names such as Judy, 
Gorgeous, Della and Dilly. In this ocean of sand, life and death seemed 
to be in harmony. There was a sense of inevitability in a shepherd 
watching over his now one less than 50 or so sheep with bloody re-
mains with flesh and bone on the ground and scraps of wool spread 
by the light breeze caught on bushes only metres from camel feet. 
Between our ragged column and the flock, a jackal kept up with our 
steady pace. For us, the travelers that is, the afternoon sun created 
spectacular contrasts with light and shade on the surrounding dunes. 
The musicians on one of the camel carts sang their tribal songs ac-
companied by their instruments. One song involved a scorpion with a 

chorus which included a great deal of trilling rrrs’ and quickly became 
a short term favourite for all of us. Much later in the trip when we had 
listened to other singers and musicians trying the same song, we came 
to realise that our dynamic duo were in fact well above average.

Late afternoon verging on evening we stopped in a trough between 
huge waves. The chosen place was level and we had been preceded 
by a third camel cart which carried a huge container of water for the 
camels and probably the camel support crew. We erected sleeping 
tents some distance from the already standing kitchen/eating tent, 
laid out our sleeping bags and mattresses, then as was to become our 
habit for the next three nights, climbed the dunes for sunset photo-
graphs. From the dune tops we could see, about a kilometer away, the 
village of Micheria with trees, thatch roof and mud-brick wall houses 
which were similar to African beehive houses. Children came from this 
village during our pre-dinner drinks and soon we had enough for a 
cricket team which divided their time between that ubiquitous game 
of India, Australian wildlife pictures and instant video replays. 

Dinner was excellent, as were all meals prepared by our cook on a 
sand floor using woks on a battered, folding porta-gas stove. Most 
meals started with soup and concluded with dessert and coffee or tea. 
The musicians played, some of the boys started a campfire and after 
dinner entertainment came from most of those in camp. The songs 
were again derived from local wild life and if could trill your rrrs’, 
you were “in”. The favourite involved the scorpion and we danced in 
moonlight so bright the stars were obliterated.

Next morning, before the sun had pushed the moon away, tea and 
coffee arrived at our tents, closely followed by warm water for a wash. 
The hour before breakfast provided time for another assent of the 
dunes where small and large animal tracks were visible, courtesy of 
reflected light and no wind. The sun rose as a huge red ball above 
camp with the promise of another dry day and following our 7.30am 
breakfast this started by walking to Micheria village. Building con-
struction here was changing from mud-brick to commercial brick and 
render as people became aware of housing development opportuni-
ties available through Government agencies. Development included a 
bright new tractor, a start contrast to the dung and mud mix courtyard 
floors and the twisted leather, stick and paddle device a woman was 
using to stir goats milk into a yoghurt mix. 

From the three metre vantage point provided by camel humps, tracks 
became clear; there were other camels, humans with and without 
shoes, desert gerbils, chinkaras or gazelles, dogs, jackals, herons and 
all over, networks of  local camel cart tracks. An entourage of children 
from Micheria walking an unstated multiple kilometres to school for 
Hindi as first language and English and French which are compulsory 
languages for third grade and up, walked with us for a while, practic-
ing English as she should be spoke. Some children are actively discour-
aged from school attendance in favour of work on the family farm 
and there is an attempt to balance this with school in the morning 
and home-work in the afternoon. Mid morning we dismounted for 
juice and biscuits in the shade of a rare to find tree. Beehive huts with 
thorn-bush fences dotted the landscape. Anything from two houses 
upwards constitutes a village and can have a name, although finding 
such places on a map is difficult. Each village will have a well with a 
concrete convex shape top with a bucket placed in a circular hole to 
seal access when not in use. Some of these have been supplied if not 
installed by Australian NGOs. For us, the weather was pleasant and 
by 10.00am all jackets had been removed. For the camel jockeys and 
support team the morning was cool to cold. By midday the wind was 
a steady 15-20 knots astern of our ships of the desert.
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Lunch came from the food and water wagon which had gone ahead 
after breakfast. Fresh red carrot, pomegranate, mandarins, bananas, 
macaroni then toasted cheese sandwiches. Curious children came as 
usual to study our eating methods then to observe our resting styles. 
We noticed these children were more aggressive in their approach 
than those of the early morning visit and discussed amongst ourselves 
if this behaviour was linked to geography? The terrain was flat, treeless 
except for some stunted growth on low dunes. Fences were barb wire 
strung between red sandstone posts rater than thornbush and it was 
hot, windy and dusty.

Remount, ride off into the afternoon heat, pleased to be leaving this 
miserable area. Mid afternoon the beehive houses appeared again and 
the neatest, externally cleanest adobe house had a lounge outside, fire 
wood stacked neatly, sandstone ready for a future construction, a pile 
of dried dung for fuel and a water buffalo in the fenced yard. The 
male resident jumped up on the cart when he observed Rinchen was 
smoking and ask for a cigarette. Rinchen, who was trying to control his 
smoking habit, explained his cigarette pack was in his luggage some-
where beneath our luggage on one of the camel carts. Rinchen offered 
his recently lit cigarette to the man and this was promptly rejected. 
Rinchen explained later the resident was of Vishnu caste who strictly 
avoid consumption of meat and will report to the authorities, people 
they think should also observe this practice. Vishnu caste is number 
four in the Hindu hierarchy and he certainly would not share saliva 
with Buddhist Rinchen. Regardless of his attitude this was the tidiest, 
most attractive design mud and dung and straw house we saw on the 
three day ride.

Camp that night was at a place called Baliser, on a flat area at the base 
of towering wave dunes which offered wonderful views of a stunning 
sunset. Another huge dinner and campfire, although the dancing was 
subdued by stiff and sore legs and the entire camp was undercover 
before the moon came over the hill.

Wednesday morning started with coffee, a warm water wash then 
cereal plus eggs on toast. At 8.00am  the water wagon and cooking 
supplies departed with unstated significance This was also a birthday 
date for Jean, a friend from Whale Beach and by the end of the day we 
would have eaten  a chocolate cake  with green icing and “happy birth-
day Jean” on top in white icing. How they managed this in a tent with-
out a floor and certainly without advance notice remains a mystery. 
Our third day of riding saw a few of the group move from camel back 
to cart back where they rode looking backwards to avoid dust and of-
ten looking sideways to avoid camel breath. These gregarious animals 
were quite happy with human company. Collectively we rode through 
undulating hills, then fewer farms, less sheep and goats, more ante-
lope until our mid morning stop and inspection of a friendly Vishnu 
caste family home where photographs and discussion were welcome. 

Shortly after, there was a stop for the limited shade of some trees 
where an elderly shepherd and land owner engaged Rinchen in a con-
versation. They were simply two men of different origin passing in the 
desert who appeared to have at least a limited common language. 
Rinchen was learning Rajistani so perhaps he took the opportunity for 
practice. While they were talking, his camel cart driver and Rajistani 
teacher was involved in another lesson, this one physical in Indian 
wrestling. On the other side of a grove of trees he was rolling in the 
desert dust with one of the young camel jockeys. Both were urged on 
by the more senior men. The boys were probably equal in strength 
and ability although the camel cart driver appeared to have a psycho-
logical victory at least and appeared more confident after the fifteen 
minute bout. This young camel driver who had shunned school was 
able to coach Rinchin in Rajistani language and speak to us with Eng-
lish learned by rote, would learn about life in the physical way of the 
desert. Soon after this, we picked-up a hitch-hiker. He had a four litre 
can and the significance of this was lost until we arrived at a Regional 

well, basically an artificial lake with a depth of a metre to metre and 
a half with perimeter concrete walls each of some 50 metres length, 
situated at the bottom of a not too steep hill on which a concrete race 
would funnel rainwater into the well. On the low side was a 50 metre 
long concrete trough. At one end of the well or tank, a small galva-
nized iron shed sheltered a diesel engine pump.

Jean’s birthday became very interesting. Our hitch-hiker carried the 
fuel which powered the pump which raised subterranean water which 
meant life for the waiting herds of camels, sheep, goats, cattle with 
and without horns. With the pump in operation, water flowed into the 
tank, distribution of which was first for people then for animals. We 
watched young women in bright coloured saris emerge from the sur-
rounding dunes, came to collect water in earthenware jars balanced 
on their heads and return to unseen villages. Their jars were filled by 
young men standing on the tank walls who lowered and filled buckets 
attached to short ropes then poured water with practiced ease. From 
the smiles and cautious movements by the girls, this was a recognised 
social time. Recycling is a way of life in the desert and while some col-
lected water, other young women were collecting in oversized woks, 
dung from patiently waiting livestock. This would be used for fuel in 
open-front ovens and for mixing with straw and water in the manufac-
ture of bricks for houses and walls. The need for water took preference 
over religious preferences, however access to the water trough had a 
distinct pecking order with animals-camels first, then shepherds then 
goat herders. Only the girls carrying jars seemed to have unrestricted 
right of approach.

At 2.00pm we mounted for our last hours on camels and rode past still 
patiently waiting livestock which collectively numbered in the hun-
dreds. Above the valley of the well, a strong and hot wind required 
travel with scarves and sunscreen and rolled down shirt sleeves. Bee-
hive huts gave way to red sandstone block construction and the camel 
trail passed close by an increasing density of small houses without 
thorn bush fences. We had ridden through a relatively small area of 
the Thar Desert and now approaching the town of Jamba, the sand 
was almost a plain and as subterranean water became available, the 
desert soil provided nutrients to support vegetation and an increasing 
population. Jamba also boasted a bitumen surface road. Prior to our 
4.00pm arrival the familiar yellow tents had been erected in a scrubby 
area just outside of town.    

At 5.30pm all eight of us were seated in the shade of small yellow tents 
drinking tea or coffee or the last of our Bundy rum. Tips for services 
above normal were paid using the scale suggested by Rinchen. Seven-
teen people were paid; eight camel drivers (jockeys), four cart drivers, 
two musicians, one cook, two kitchen boys and they sat in the shade 
of a nearby tree perhaps counting their blessings while the older men 
dispensed and consumed extra strong Bullet beer. Shortly after the 
musicians went into town, village children drifted in and out and only 
the cook remained in the cook tent. We unsure if there was collective 
happiness with tips, but hoped so.

The last bottle of Australian red wine, saved for the occasion was con-
sumed with dinner and the camp cooked chocolate cake, then it was 
time for the final dance party around the bigger than usual campfire. 
Jean led the dancing, while they, being all the men associated with the 
ride plus families of some of those who lived in Jamba, sang for us. 
We felt compelled to reciprocate with most verses of Waltzing Matilda. 
Abruptly part one of our Indian adventure on ships of the desert was 
over. Without further formality, camels were mounted and ridden off 
into the desert and people just melted into the darkness. Next morn-
ing only three camels remained and they too were the first to depart, 
the male to pull the last cart, two females tethered to the tailgate.  

Warwick  Barnes
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Dates to Remember
Great thanks to all the contributions and support for 
the new look jib sheet. A special thanks to Claudie 
Moffatt and Celia Craig for making the change on the 
helm an easy one. I feel very privileged to be a part of 
the editorial crew. 

This month we have a wonderful selection of photo’s 
from the greatest show on earth “The Commodore’s 
Ball”. Our club house was literally pumping I could 
feel the floor bouncing to the music. The silhouette of 
party lights over Pittwater was spectacular.  

Very special thanks to all who helped to make the 
event a memorable one.  

I have had the pleasure of browsing the jib sheet 
archive collection. Thanks to Mike Maher we have 
a snap shot of our club history. The old stories and 
photos are fantastic. The common thread throughout 
the news letters is the sense of community, support 
for each other, passion for sailing and the pursuit of 
fun. I will try and dig out a memorable piece of our 
history for a walk down memory lane in the coming 
months.. I look forward to making my contribution 
and hope we can enhance what is already a fantastic 
collection. Keep your stories coming and all ideas are 
welcome. I hope to meet you at the next working bee 
Our dance floor needs your help. 

Mathew Butterworth 
avalonvillage@ozemail.com.au

Running by the Lee

For the fostering, encouragement, promotion, teaching and above all  
enjoyment of  sailing on the waters of  Pittwater”
Affiliated with the Yachting Association of NSW. Patron Iain Murray 

PO Box 59 Avalon NSW 2107. Clubhouse: Old Wharf Reserve, Hudson Parade. Phone (02) 9918 3637 
Editor Matt Butterworth – Mat.Butterworth@optus.com.au 

Assistant Editor and Artwork Claudie Moffatt – cmof5582@bigpond.net.au

 22/23 July  29/30 July 
Painting Working Bee

30 July 
Winter Series Yacht Race and BBQ

6 August  
Annual General Meeting

13 August 
Centreboard Winter Training

19/20 August 
RPA Ice Breaker Regatta

20 August 
Golf Day (now at Avalon Golf Club)
Five tee times for have been booked for 9:28 

through to 10 am. 
Could accommodate more players if we get in 

early enough.  
Cost is $20/head for golf and prizes.  

BYO BBQ and presentation back at the club 
afterwards. Bookings to Toni Fear.

27 August 
Centreboard Winter Training, Winter 

Series Yacht Race and BBQ

10 September 
Yacht and Centreboard Season starts


